Theoretical domains framework to assess barriers to change for planning health care quality interventions: a systematic literature review
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Background: Theoretical domains framework (TDF) provides an integrative model for assessing barriers to behavioral changes in order to suggest interventions for improvement in behavior and ultimately outcomes. However, there are other tools that are used to assess barriers.

Objective: The objective of this study is to determine the degree of concordance between domains and constructs identified in two versions of the TDF including original (2005) and refined version (2012) and independent studies of other tools.

Methods: We searched six databases for articles that studied barriers to health-related behavior changes of health care professionals or the general public. We reviewed quantitative papers published in English which included their questionnaires in the article. A table including the TDF domains of both original and refined versions and related constructs was developed to serve as a reference to describe the barriers assessed in the independent studies; descriptive statistics were used to express the results.

Results: Out of 552 papers retrieved, 50 were eligible to review. The barrier domains explored in these articles belonged to two to eleven domains of the refined TDF. Eighteen articles (36%) used constructs outside of the refined version. The spectrum of barrier constructs of the original TDF was broader and could meet the domains studied in 48 studies (96%). Barriers in domains of “environmental context and resources”, “beliefs about consequences”, and “social influences” were the most frequently explored in 42 (84%), 37 (74%), and 33 (66%) of the 50 articles, respectively.

Conclusion: Both refined and original TDFs cataloged barriers measured by the other studies that did not use TDF as their framework. However, the original version of TDF explored a broader spectrum of barriers than the refined version. From this perspective, the original version of the TDF seems to be a more comprehensive tool for assessing barriers in practice.
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Background
Knowledge translation and quality improvement (QI) efforts aimed at improving processes and outcomes in health care are plagued by many barriers.¹–⁵ Indeed, barriers at the individual, team, organizational, social, economic, and political levels can dramatically reduce the effectiveness of implementation strategies and lead to sub-optimal health care outcomes and increased costs.¹–²⁻⁷⁻⁸ Low-quality care is estimated to account for 20%–40% of total health care industry by health care professionals.⁸

Theoretical domains framework (TDF) has been developed for systematically identifying and assessing barriers to change interventions and is an umbrella of 33
It is considered a “coherent theoretical framework of health-professional behaviors” modification, and its use may facilitate practice changes, knowledge translation, and QI based on sound theories.3,5,9

For performance improvement and professional development, TDF can be helpful at various levels by identifying barriers to practice change and change theories to address these barriers through a systematic approach, as well as in developing theory-informed interventions for clinical performance improvement and for evaluating and detecting effectiveness of these interventions.3,5,9

The original TDF was developed in 2005 with 12 domains and 128 constructs; it has been used in various studies in different disciplines between 2005 and 2012.5 In 2012, its validity was reevaluated, and a refined version of the TDF was proposed with 14 domains and 84 constructs.3 A questionnaire was developed in 2014 to facilitate its adoption as a framework for practice change.12 Several other tools however, which do not make an explicit reference to TDF as their conceptual framework, have also been developed and used for assessing barriers to change in health service research. Thus, a comparison of the barriers assessed in these questionnaires to those included in TDF is important to identify similarities and differences in order to make informed decisions in choosing a tool. Furthermore, although TDF is the single tool that has been built specifically to assess all kind of barriers systematically, it is still new (the original version was developed in 2005 and revised version in 2012). Therefore, it is important to evaluate the experience and knowledge with TDF to inform clinicians of the advantages and strengths, as well as areas that can be improved. The purpose of this study was to review the published literature on barriers to change to identify specific tools created without explicit reference to TDF and to investigate the similarities and differences of the domains and constructs between TDF (original and refined versions) and these tools. To our knowledge, this is the first review of the TDF content which compares the tools used to assess barriers (developed independently of TDF) to the TDF domains to determine if the TDF is comprehensive and addresses all barriers. Therefore, this study provides unique information that is useful for clinicians and researchers to assess barriers before implementing interventions.

Methods
Search methods for identifying studies
Using a combination of possible Medical Subject Heading terms with free text words related to the concepts derived from research question, a detailed search strategy was developed in MEDLINE-OvidSP which can be found in Table S1. This search strategy was validated by comparing the search results to a defined set of four sentinel articles that were selected by a team of two subject experts and met inclusion criteria for our review; all four sentinel studies were found among the retrieved articles. The search strategy was then translated into other databases using the appropriate controlled vocabulary and free text words in order to search appropriate studies.

The following resources were searched in order to identify the studies from the beginning of indexing papers in these databases until April 2014: Ovid MEDLINE: OvidSP, PubMed, CINAHL, PsycINFO (including full text from PsycARTICLES), EBSCO databases: Academic Search Complete, and Google Scholar.

Criteria for considering studies
We included all articles reporting studies on barriers to change in health-related behavior with no limitation in terms of research methodology and study design. Participants in the studies were either individuals whose health-related knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors were reported or health care professionals whose work-related practices were studied. Only papers published in English were included. Qualitative studies were excluded from the review. We also excluded articles that did not publish their barrier assessment questionnaire or survey, either as supplement or in the contents of the paper.

Data collection, abstraction, and analysis
Selection process of the studies
After controlling for duplicates, the titles and abstracts of all potentially relevant studies were reviewed and evaluated for possible inclusion by two reviewers (MM and HHS) working independently. Both reviewers (MM and HHS) independently agreed on including 88% of the included articles (44 out of 50), before any discussion. Disagreements on the inclusion of other 12% of included papers (six out of 50) deemed relevant by one reviewer (HHS) were resolved by discussion and referring unresolved disagreements to a content expert (JPC) after reviewing full-text paper.

Data abstraction and analysis
A table including domains of TDF and related constructs was developed, and descriptive statistics were used. Definitions of all domains and constructs were generated using TDF (2005 and 2012), professional and regular dictionaries such as American Psychological Association (APA)
Dictionary of Psychology, The Cambridge Dictionary of Psychology, Dictionary of Psychology and Allied Health Sciences, Dictionary of Psychological Testing, Assessment and Treatment, Oxford English Dictionary, as well as reliable internet sources, and used as references during data abstraction (Table is available upon request).13–18 We developed our own list of constructs definitions in order to use the most updated resources specially APA Dictionary of Psychology (as the most important references in TDF), last version of which was released in 2015.18 All barriers addressed in the articles were classified with reference to the table, using the constructs and domains definitions. Data abstraction and analyses were conducted by two reviewers (MM and HHS) working independently who are both specialized in behavior modification in health, cognitive medical anthropology, health education and health promotion, and qualitative and quantitative research. Kappa interrater reliability before agreement was 0.86 (P=0.000). Disagreements were resolved through discussion between reviewers and consulting with a third party (JPC) to get to complete agreement.

In this paper, we are defining construct as “a concept specially devised to be part of a theory”, a domain as “an area of interest; a sphere of thought, action or knowledge”, and a theoretical domain as “a group of related theoretical constructs”.5

Results
A total of 552 papers were retrieved. After removing duplicates, articles that had been informed by TDF, and articles that were not relevant or did not satisfy our inclusion criteria, 50 papers were selected for final review (Figure 1).2,19–67 In the 50 reviewed articles, 961 items were used for assessing various barriers, on average 19 items per article. Details of items in each questionnaire and for each domain are presented in Table S2.

On average, the 50 articles focused on six domains (95% confidence interval: 5.1–6.6) of the refined TDF, and they covered at least two domains; 37 papers (74%) covered four domains and 27 papers (54%) covered six domains. Only two papers (4%) covered up to eleven domains (Figure 2). Domains of “environmental context and resources”, “beliefs about consequences”, and “social influences” were the three domains of refined TDF assessed most frequently in the reviewed studies, so that 42, 37, and 33 out of 50 papers (84%, 74%, and 66%, respectively) had assessed barriers in these domains (Figure 3). “Reinforcement” and “intention”, on the other hand, were the domains of the refined TDF that were the least assessed in the studies; “reinforcement” was studied in only six articles (12%) and “intention” in seven (14%) (Figure 3).

The refined version of TDF excluded barriers cited in 18 articles (36%) of papers, while the original TDF excluded only barriers cited in two articles (4%). The excluded barriers in 18 articles were mostly related to the removal of domains or constructs from the original version of TDF in the process of creating refined version in 2012 (“characteristics of the innovation/nature of behavior itself”, “intrinsic motivation”, “attitudes”, “competitive concerns/conflicting demands”, “perceived severity and perceived susceptibility”, and “past experiences”). However, the excluded barriers in the two papers assessed barriers that were outside of domains of both versions of TDF. These barriers focused on “involvement/engagement”, “importance of the desired change”, “preferences”, and “expectations” that we did not find obvious fit with any TDF domains.
Figure 2 Number of domains of theoretical domains framework covered by reviewed papers (N=50).

Figure 3 Frequency of papers covering various domains of TDF (N=50).

Abbreviation: TDF, theoretical domains framework.
Discussion

A coherent theoretical framework of health-professional behaviors is useful to facilitate a systematic approach for identifying barriers and planning interventions aimed at practice change for QI. Our finding that the barrier domains in the refined and original versions of TDF were satisfactory for covering 64% and 96% of barriers in the reviewed articles confirms the comprehensiveness of TDF, especially the original version, as a framework for assessing barriers to behavior modification and explaining practice changes. Indeed, between 2005 and 2012, various health care research teams in different countries (Australia, UK, Denmark, and Canada) have applied TDF to inform practice; its usefulness has been confirmed in various health care systems.

Our findings are consistent with those of Francis et al who reported that out of 133 papers from 83 scientific journals indexed in the Scopus database that cited TDF, 21 studies used TDF as an overarching framework for their work. Francis et al concluded that TDF-related publications in 13 journals and its application in six countries implied a substantial coverage and interdisciplinary impact. They also highlighted its usefulness as a diagnostic tool to identify mediators of practice improvement and barriers to the implementation of evidence-based practice and QI which is confirmed by French et al.

The TDF domain most often cited in the 50 articles reviewed was “environmental context and resources” in 42 papers (84%). This may imply that environmental context is an important source of barriers or that “environmental context and resources” encompasses numerous types of barriers.

“Reinforcement” and “intention”, on the other hand, were the least studied, assessed in only six (12%) and seven (14%) of all reviewed articles, respectively. This may reflect a perceived lack of significance of these domains for knowledge users and decision makers. These results were not expected in context of extensive literature supporting the importance of barriers related to “reward-punishment system”, “readiness to change”, and “stages of change”, which are related to these two domains for influencing practice change.

Our finding that barriers in some of the reviewed articles were not cataloged by TDF is interesting and supported by literature. Thirty-six percent of the articles had barriers not captured in the refined TDF and 4% in the original version of TDF. Barriers in the cited 36% tried to assess “characteristics of the innovation/nature of behavior itself”, “intrinsic motivation”, “attitudes”, and “competitive concerns/conflicting demands”, which had been covered in the original TDF either as a domain (“nature of behavior/characteristics of innovation”) or as constructs under other domains (“intrinsic motivation”, for instance, was covered under the domain “motivation and goals”, “attitudes” was covered under “beliefs about consequences” domain, and “conflict—competing demands, conflicting roles” was covered under the domain “social influences”). Furthermore, “perceived severity” and “perceived susceptibility” had been covered in the original TDF under the domain “beliefs about consequences” as “perceived risk/threat”. The structure of the original TDF and its changes are described briefly in Table S3.

Our finding that the original TDF with a broader range of constructs was more comprehensive than the refined version and compatible with the researchers’ needs is supported by other researchers. In the process of developing and validating a user-friendly questionnaire based on TDF, Huijg et al concluded that the original (2005) version of TDF with 12 domains and 128 constructs is more applicable for assessing barriers in practice, while they partially supported the refined TDF. In addition, authors of a recent study that has tried to use refined TDF in QI have used the original TDF for informing their interview and focus group questions, implying more practicality for the original version of TDF.

There were also a few barriers (“involvement/engagement”, “importance of the desired change”, “preferences”, “expectations”) identified in two articles (4%) that could not be found in any TDF versions. Besides a possible shift in behavior change theories over time, another reason for this discrepancy may lie on the difference in definitions of some constructs as we developed our own definition list with the last edition of APA dictionary (2015). A possible misclassification due to varying scopes of subjective definitions may also be considered; for instance, other researchers may have classified “engagement/involvement” into the construct “team working” that was part of the “social influences” domain in the original TDF; however, any decision to classify constructs in one category or another is subject to critics, given the numerous assumptions in the absence of clear operational definitions.

We also found that there is a need for more clarification about assigning items into the domain of “emotion”. For instance, when a person is saying “I am scared of side effects of medication” or when a practitioner is saying “I fear that this approach may lead to more issues in complex patients”, should these be categorized in the domain of emotion (construct of fear) or are they making references to...
the consequences, or both? This confirms Wilkinson et al’s finding that more clarification regarding operationalization of TDF would streamline its application.25

Findings of this study should be considered in light of several limitations that may affect some of our results. Non-English papers and qualitative researches were excluded. We also eliminated the articles that did not include their questionnaires in the publication. In addition, the findings are based on the questionnaires developed by the authors of the reviewed articles, and not empirical data. Furthermore, we added the term guidelines in the search strategy since we were aiming to include articles studying barriers to health-related behavior of public people, as well as barriers to clinical practice of health care professionals. Therefore, we may have missed some papers. Like original TDF itself, some constructs were defined using general resources, although we have tried to keep these as low as possible. Finally, we did not assess the quality of the original studies. We do not think, however, that these limitations invalidate our conclusions.

Conclusion

Both refined and original versions of TDF covered well barriers measured by the studies that did not make references to TDF. This result reinforces the idea that TDF is a coherent theoretical framework for measuring barriers to improve or change health-related behaviors among public people or health care professionals. In practice, however, the original version of TDF showed a broader scope of barrier constructs that better fit the researchers’ comprehensive needs. More research may need to see if our findings are supported.
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